by John H. Rothchild
Since tlie Conelrad markings disappeared from U.S. radios and people
started forgetting which neighbor it was
that built the backyard shelter and the
Ground Observer Corps quit recruiting
weekend watchers aiid Nelson Rockefeller stopped talking about individual
preparedness, nobody has heard much
from Civil Defense. The whole idea was
banished from the public eye sometime
after On the Beach, which proved once
and for all that there was no point in
planning for the holocaust because
nobody would survive it. In fact, the
best defense against the war, the public
came to believe, was that there was no
defense against it, and Civil Defense
planning came to have a pernicious, as
well as absurd, public image.
Civil Defense has been victimized by
the fact that nuclear war is the last
unpopular idea in the United States.
While other such ideas, like premarital
s e x , 1a b o r a t o ry-produced Bubonic
Plague, nerve gas, and napalm, have
gotten a fair aiid practical hearing in tlic
196Os, nuclear war remains clouded in
ignorance, overblown fears, old wives’
tales, taboos, unpatriotic rhetoric, and
doomsday ism.
At least, that’s what you hear if you
bother to go visit the Civil Defense hcadquarters at the Pentagon, where tlie organization moved after it merged with the
Defense Department in the early ’60s
and left its old site at Battle Creek,
Michigan. The new Civil Defense politics
is low-profile, but don’t let that fool
you. The office still spends around $75
million a year, and when you add that to
John Rothchild is un ussistunt editor o f The
W ashiiigt on Monthly.
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what is being put into doomsday
planning at the Office of Emergency Prcparedness, the Public Health Service, the
Department of Labor, the Atomic
Energy Commission, and even tlic Post
Office Department, among others, you
find that there are a lot of people doing
a lot of thiiilting about this unthinkable
concept. In fact, the thermonuclear pork
barrel is becoming so important that
inany corporations, along with the Civil
Defense office, are projecting their
futures to include the postattack world,
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as well a s tlie preattack world we all live
in.
Civil .Defense planners do not sliai-e
tlie dark moralistic pessimism of On the
Beach. They are so optimistic, in fact,
tliat much of their work lias to do not
with getting people ready for the war,
but how to run the country after it.
Tlirougli their efforts, and those of many
researchers and think tankers associated
with postiiuclcar planning, the goveriiment lias published a Natioiial Plan for
Emergency Preparedness, wliich spells

out i n detail how tlie postattack world
will be run and wliat the quality of postnuclear life will bc. In general, and coiit r a y to what the public believes, the
po3tattack world is mostly busiiiewasusual. A Civil llefensc movie on llic
subject, “Postattack World,” explains
tliat things would go on anti “cliallcnges
tlie theory tliat life would not be worth
living after a nuclear attack,” according
lo a descriptive brochure.
Postattack is a hard concept to
accept after all that we liave heard
against nuclear war. We Iiave focused so
much on tlie bad side of the nuke, so
much on tlie one-sided view that the
Vice President is always criticizing, that
we ignore tlie obvious benefits such a
war would bring. Only a few of us, such
as James Sutcli of the Civil Defense
headquarters, liavc t lie op eiim 1lid cd ness
to inciitioii that “IIiroshima is better off
in many cases tliaii lots of other areas in
Japan tliat weren’t hit.” Only ;I few liave
the understaiiding t o see, as Henry C.
Huntley of the Public Hcaltli Service did,
tliat “evcii after tlie UNCLX attack [ a
3,000-megaton theoretical attack] that
was described yesterday, there would be
more people left in the United States,
postattack, than lived there when 1 was
born. We would still have a nation-a
iiation which over tlicse past 50 years
lias proven to be a pretty potent iiisti-ument i n world affairs.”
Of course, if you live in wliat Civil
Defense calls a Standard Metropolitan
Statistical Arm, a bomb-prone city or
suburb, then the odds that you will ever
see tliis postattack world aren’t too
great. If you live in one of these bomb
zones, such as Washington, D.C., or New
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cities do iiot liavc total protection froin
fallout, and none to blast effects, but
they would be adequate fallout slielter if
not directly bombed. Civil Defense has
now inarl<ed aiid licensed over 100
million such shelter spaces, in liallways
of buildings throughout tlie country.
They liavc stocked some of tliose spaces
witli lood aiid water for about 63
million people to last two weeks, plus
medical and sanitary supplies. They have
distributed over 100,000 radiological
detection kits and set up over 68,000
full monitoring stations. They have
helped set up some o f tlie iiioi-e than
3,000 Emergency Operating Centers
(EOCs) that will house local leaders and
state officials during an attack. They
have provided emergency food and
water, as well as fallout protection and
alteriiatc generators, to more tliaii 600
of the radio stations in the Emergency
Broadcast System. They liave established
an amazing coinniuiiicatioiis network,
including a hot-line hookup to 1,600
strategic points around tlie country,
called the National Warning System
(NAWAS), as well as two national backup systems and several other emergency
outlets, such as EMERZAIC, which will
transmit emergency messages autoinatically tlirougli the Muzak systems into
Iioines, department stores, and backyard
barbecue areas.
Part of the reason all the Civil
Defense effort has been going on witliout public fanfare is that the predictions
made after war games and nuclear projections are so positive. For instance,
we caii actually win the nuclear war, if
we put our minds to it. I f you are
We’ll Win aiid G o Forward
worried about our cumulative national
war record (5-0-l),
;is our President is,
To have morale, of course, you must
and how it might be marred furtlicr by
have people. The survival of many
chosen corporate executives and govei-ii- an unwinnable nuclear war, you will be
relieved t o know that we caii win it. We
ment workers has been assured through
caii nuke tlic commies off tlic globe and
the dozens of corpor ti t e u lid crgrou nd
headquarters that liave been built since still have power to spare. As far back as
1963, Maxwell S. McKniglit, security
the 1950s. And althougli topside isn’t
adviser of tlie Socony Mobil Oil Coinquite as sure, iiot quite as steady, as tlie
1-ock-ribbed underground, Civil Defense paiiy, explained why companies like his
were taking such elaborate steps to prehas gone ahead and made some plans for
pare for postattack:
tlie general population. Big buildings in

York, and look at things from your
what’s-in-it-for-me point of view, then
you might oppose nuclear war altogether. But if you see it cosmically, as
most of these planners do, then you
would realize that iiuclear war just isn’t
tliat bad. About half the population, ti
less-crowded, more comfortable, 1939
s i x , would still be around to work thc
potent instrument, a s Dr. IIuiitlcy points
out. And life for that half would go on
about the same, or better, than it does
now. As Lloyd B. Addington, U.S.
Army, Office of Chief of Engineers, told
ii postattack scininar in late 1967: “Ouistudies indicate that we would have the
capability, and, given the will, we caii
emerge from such a holocaust t o maintain a dominant position in the world
and sustain the Western values we cherish. ”
The will. l’lie quality of this postattack world, just like the preattack
model, depends on the human variable,
on how much tlie people want to go on
striving, working, moving u p the ladder,
achieving Western values. The postattack
morale pi-oblcm, like the GNl’ question,
is not an easy one to answer, but tliose
who study such things say that devotion
to country and faith in America might
even be greater than it is now, before the
attack, when we are more lax and tend
t o take things for granted, when we have
gotten a little soft, a little apathetic, anti
when criticism has become a substitute
lor loyalty. A disaster might be tlie shot
i n the arm that could bring it all
loget 11 er .
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At this point, I would like to emphasize that our emergency planning is predicated 011 tlic idea that it is possible for
our nation to survive, recover, m c l win,
and that our way of life, including free
enterprise, the oil industry, and Socony
Mobil Oil Company, can survive, I-ecovei-,
and win with it.

Music is aiiother one of tlie little
things that nialtes sucli a difference in
postattack attitudes. We know that a
single record as bacl<ground can alter our
dispositions for several minutes, and
music in movies can nialte us feel happy,
sad, or scared. So, music after the bomb
may have an important effect on postattack attitudes. These things havc to be
worked out in advance, by experts, so
Victory is not assured, don’t get Mr.
iiiistal<es aren’t iiiiidc, so the wrong
McKniglit wrong. I t is probable. It
depends on postattack planning, on records aren’t played. That is why,
according to a Civil Defense spoltesinan,
wlietlier we can work tlie kinlts out of
tlie afterwar systcin, whether we can Dr. Knower lias already suggested some
solve beforehand all the problems the records to be played postattack on the
experts have posed, such as thc ~nanage- fiinergency Broadcast System, inclucling
merit problem, the resource problem, the Sing-Along with Mitcli and tlic Mormon
bcta-ray problem, the jlli value problem, Tabernacle Choir. If you are alone at
tlie skunk problem, and tlie music prob- home or down at tlie shelter, you may
lem, all of which have been studied in want to join in as Mitch coines over the
EBS, after tlie Presidelit gives tlie attack
laboratories across tlie nation.
Take the inforination problem. Dr. message, to boost our iiiorale with a
Franltliii 11. Knower, of the Ohio State little “Down By tlie Old Mill Slrcam.”
Of coursc, some people don’t like
University speech department, was given
a Civil Defense grant to study this impor- Mitch. Some might be against nuclcar
tant postattack coiicerii, along with the war just because they now know that
tlicrmonuclear media package in general. Mitcli will follow. If you are in this cateTlie point is tliat you can’t just have the gory, and feel that your spirits would be
President get on tlic Emergency Broad- lifted higher by some other music,
cast System aiitl tell people “this is not a perhaps a current top hit or Delta blues
test. D ~ i c kunder your desk.” You must or Sly and tlie Family Stone, tlien you
find a way to convince people t o duck stioulcl writc Dr. Knower at Ohio State
under, without exciting them or offend- and tell him about it.
ing them more than is necessary. The
attractiveness of information depends on Consumer Power. Postattack
how it is presented, and so Dr. Knower
Other important problems, besides
lias been worlting on the style of the
inessages that tlie President will use from music, have been considered in postattack seminars, mostly classified, that
his Underground White House.
Some messages, called postattack
arc held periodically by industry, tlie
t a p e s , had already been written, military, aiid govcmment. One such semrecorded, and stored in tlic Pentagon, for inar was held at Fort Monroe, Virginia,
distribution to radio stations. But they
in November, 1967, under tlie auspices
were long on information and short on of Civil Defense and the Office of Emersoul. People don’t want to survive an gency Planning. Various think tankers
attack and tlien hear some dreary, and experts from science and goveriipedantic voice recount tlie dangers of‘ men1 attended and presented detailed
fallout. They want something a little papers explaining liow tlie nation would
more chatty, buoyant, up-tempo, in function after the theoretical UNCLX
keeping with the times. They want to attack that dumped over 3,000 megatons
know that wliat is left still lias a little on the country and killed half tlie
pzazz to it. So Dr. I h o w c r is working oil people. Luckily, this seminar was one of
it, along with tlie music.
the few unclassified ones, and from it we
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Living room of underground upurtment, complete with scenic mural, where chosen executives will live during nuclear war with “all the
utmosphere and comJorts of above-ground. ”

can get ail idea of how the experts see
the advantages and disadvantages of
nuclear war and answer important
questions, such as “What will tlie war do
to my postattack buying power‘?”
Two economists, Bickley and Pearsall, told the seminar:
The results of the study indicate that
the survivors of the attacks may suffer a
minor reduction in their accustomed
standard of living provided that the
surviving resources can be orginizcd to
maximum advantage. In fact, living standards within tlie first year following either
a t tack (UNCLX or the less-potent
CIVLOG) could compare favorably with
those enjoyed in this country in the late
1950s.

The economists are stretching a bit
here. To return to the 1950s would not
exactly be a “minor reduction,” what
with black-and-white TV, returnable
bottles, dial telephones, cash-and-carry,
stick deodorants, and walk-in banks. But
even after the nuke, you would be far
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ahead of the underdeveloped countries.
You would still have it all over the
Africans, wlio don’t even have pay
toilets or infra-red ovens. And if you had
to go without for awhile, if you had t o
-watch Bonanza reruns and old baseball
games until the war was over and regular
programming could be resumed, you
might learn to appreciate the advantages
you have liere in America and gain a
sense of respect for what you have.
You might wonder, though, if you
could keep up after a nuclear attack.
Well, if you are still around, you can
probably keep up. “Thc net effect of tlie
attack indicates a reduction in per capita
value-added of approximately $660,”
according to Bickley and Pearsall, which
means that it will be just a little harder
t o obtain the same standard of living,
but tlie difficulty would be counterbalanced by the fact that there would be
less Joneses to keep up with. There
would be fewer shades of lipstick but
[ewer women to wear different shades,
and so, even after a nuclear attack,
things tend to even out.
The big macroeconomic postattack
picture, however, is not without pitfalls.
The most obvious is the uncertainty
about the number of survivors. If too
many people survive, then there will be
an imbalance between labor and capital
that could jeopardize economic growth.
As Bicklcy and Pearsall point out: “The
graph also shows that a historical 1962
peacetime final demand vector can be
met for the estimated number of survivors, but it becomes increasingly difficult to maintain this level as the number
of survivors increases.”
The number of survivors, therefore,
should be kept consistent with the
amount of surviving resources-not too
many, not too few-or clse we will fall
back even farther than our 1958 standard of living and will mess up the jtli
value problem formula, as described by
tlie two above economists: “. . . the
postattack value of one unit of tlie jth
good or service must be less than or
equal to its cost of production. This production cost consists of tlie value of the
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inputs consumed in producing one unit
of the jth good
n aij
. Pi
=1
plus the value
of the capacity required (Rj) plus the
value of the labor used (bjw).”
Regardless of the severity of this
postattack condition, however, it can be
unequivocally stated that a nuclear war
will not have an adverse effect on
imports. “. . . so far as the balance of
payments is concerned,” say tlie two
economists, “our results show exports
c o n s i s t e n t l y cxcceding imports in
amounts varying from about 150 to 200
per ccnt.”
Othcr cconomic benefits of iiuclcar
war include achieving zero unemploymcnt, arresting the inflationary spiral
(the National Plan calls for a frecze on
wages, prices, and rents), and returning
production to essential items, such as
war materiel.

“Hiroshima Is Better Off”
These benefits should outweigh the
disadvantages, which can be workcd out
through good planning. For instance, as
long as you think about it in advance,
you should be able to solve the problem
of how to tax a postattack professional
football team, like the Kansas City
Chiefs. As presented by Henry Peskin of
the Office of Emergency Planning:
Consider a firm whose principal assets
consist of a professional football team
valued, preattack, at about $15 million.
Suppose that the players survived the
attack and that all debts of the team were
fully paid up. Any plan to levy, for
example, a net-worth tax postattack must
face up to the fact that this firm’s relative
net worth in real terms is certainly not
going to be tlie same as preattack.

From the nuclear planners’ point of
vicw, the tax problcm to bc faced by thc
Kansas City Chiefs after all-out nuclear
attack on the United States is another
little detail that makes the difference
between a smooth-running postattack

world and one that is sloppy and uncertain. There is no sense in leaving Lamar
Hunt or any of the other owners out in
the cold with heavy tax burdens when
their teams aren’t back on the field yet,
not knowing, for instance, whether thcrc
are enough fans left to keep up attcndance and pay off the lucrative longterm contracts still owed the star
players, 01-even if therc are stadiums left
t o play in.
But such concerns, while necessary,
ci ance
cause us t o forget thc larger b.1
sheet of nuclear war, where every elimination of people also eliminates some
problems. Ur. Robert Price of the Public
Health Service shows how liclpful tlic
same bomb that dcmolished Yankee
Stadium could be to the tuberculosis
problem in New York, or any other city.
“If the attack follows the heavier pattern
that Dr. Pettee gave us,” he said, “our
enemies will have exorciscd one of our
worst ghosts. I think that if Dr. Sencer
were asked where he would begin if he
were going to get rid of tuberculosis, for
example, he would look right t o the
crowded corc city, because that is where
tuberculosis has retreated. We are gradually cutting it out by chemotherapy
now; we are cutting it out by improved
standards of living, but the city is where
the infections now survive and it is what
would be destroyed by the attack we discussed .”
Think of how costly and futile it is to
try and clirninate tubcrculosis the oldfashioned way, through dreary hospitals,
long waits, unpunctual patients, hostile
nurscs, and poorly-staffed clinics, plus
the incrcdible cost t o the taxpayer.
Think of the time and money saved by
Dr. Price’s shortcut mcthod, whcre tlic
whole tuberculosis problcrn is wipcd out
in one NUDET (nuclear detonation),
where, in fact, all the problem of tlic
city, such as crime, racial unrest, and
poverty, are wiped out siinultaneously
with the same burst. Then, real progress
could be made. James Sutch knew what
he was talking about when he said,
“Hiroshima is better off today because
thcy had a chance to do it again.”
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Of course, from the human angle,
there would have t o be people around to
start the cities over again. There would
be zero unemployment postattack, but
then again there might be a labor shortage after the nuke that could hamper
reconstruction. But most of the postattack studies show that there will probably be enough workers, if they have the
will, t o do the job. “Our results indicate
that measures designed to protect population provide a good opportunity for
increasing postattack value-added,” say
Bickley and Pearsall.
The Postnuclear Labor Problem
It may be, however, that postattack
value-added doesn’t grow as it should
because some workers might be reluctant
t o go back to work after the bomb. They
might have a tendency t o arrive late or
t o play hookey, taking advantage of the
confused situation t o get out of the
office for a few days. They might think
that just because the country has lost
half its population that that would be a
valid excuse for getting a little extra
shut-eye and punching in late. But those
pdstattack stragglers looking for an
excuse t o be lazy wouldn’t be around
long. They would not get the full benefit
of the reemployment incentives, the
quick advancement, and early retirement
benefits that many companies are considering as an inducement to the postattack labor force.
Some companies have already picked
out local Employee Relocation Centers
where workers are t o report after the
bomb. Other industries, like petroleum
and gas, have suggested that companies
make out a supply of checks in advance,
as nuclear disaster bonuses t o be paid to
workers after the attack. The Civil
Defense booklet for those industries
explains how this plan works:
A supply of checks made out in
denominations of $25 and $100 should
be available. In this case, the reporting
center manager should be authorized to
sign the checks and an audit record must
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be established to prevent any abuse. The
checks should be marked “good only
after a nuclear attack,” or some similar
wording to prevent their use in normal
times.

It will be hard for lazy postattack
employees t o resist such incentives, since
the National Plan calls for the money
economy t o continue after the war the
same as it was before the war. In fact, as
one employee of the Federal Reserve
System suggests, “It would be a good
idea to take your bank book to the fallout shelter with you,” along with your
other survival equipment. It would also
be smart to put your savings in a bank
that has duplicate records and take out
loans in a bank that doesn’t. One bank
that definitely is disadvantageous t o be
in debt t o in this uncertain world is Manufacturers Hanover Trust, with their
alternate underground headquarters in
Iron Mountain, N.J. They war-gamed their
system a couple of years ago and came
up only $6,800 short in tracing outstanding postattack debts. Manufacturers
Hanover will not suffer from what is
called postattack corporate amnesia.
But if there is a tendency t o welch
out on postwar employment, given all
the incentives to go back to work, the
GNP would probably still approximate
preattack levels, even with half the
country wiped out, because the people
left would stop featherbedding and
loafing around and taking too many
coffee breaks. In a crisis situation, some
of the bothersome union and labor laws
that have hampered industrial growth,
such as the ban on child labor, could be
circumvented so that progress could be
made. As the Petroleum and Gas Industries preparedness booklet says:
Certain company contractual obligations with the employees may prove to be
an obstacle to the efficient organization
and use of manpower during rehabilitation. In a disaster, however, loyalty and
patriotic spirit should prevail over reluctance to perform work normally assigned
to a specific craft.
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In other words, none of this eight
hours and not a minute morc, none of
this machinist can’t be a truck driver
because the union prohibits it, none of
these knotty nit-picking regulations that
hold industry back in peacetime. When
Lloyd B. Addington of the U.S. Army
Chicf of Enginccrs’ office looked at a
theoretical attack plotted for 1975, he
showed how putting labor regulations
back to where they were before all this
union mess got started could boost our
postattack GNP:
Our peacctinie economy, which generated $900 billion GNP, preattack, was
based on the employment of a labor force
on an 8-hour day, 5-day week, 50-week
year. In the postattack situation we
would certainly not be limited to those
utilization rates. We could bring more
people into the active labor force, or
work longer hours, or nioie realistically
effect some combination of these
actions. . . . Using a s a basis their (Europe
in World War 11) experience, which
included a 56-hour week, more women in
the labor force, and greater utilization of
14-to-17-year-olds, we could attain about
90 per cent of our preattack level of labor
effort even after a very damaging attack.

Nuking the Nonessentials
Mr. Addington goes on to show how,
in the postattack world, there would be
no room for this more-butter-less-guns
whining from dove senators, no room for
t h e n o w - t h a t -w e ’ve-nuked-ourselvescan’t-we-cut-back sort of selloutism. As
he points out, and as the military leaders
are no doubt aware, a nuclear war could
put us back on the track of preparedness
and could result in the military’s
increasing its strength. Millions of survivors of the war could be drafted into the
Army. Mr. Addington again:
With this maximum utilization of
labor we would have large numbers of
workers in excess of those required to
operate residual industry. It is from this
excess that we could draw off manpower

requirements. After the heaviest attack
studied, there could be about 11 million
males, of ages 18 to 35, in excess of those
required to operate surviving industry.
Using World War I1 rates of induction,
some 4% million men could be mobilized,
in addition to the 3 million that are
normally in the military forces. This
would give us a considerable potential for
subsequent military actions.

And with an Army of this size, naturally, a more man-sized military budget
would also be in order: “By redirecting
production from nonessential items to
war materiel as we did during World War
11, we can make available for war purchases about $300 billion. This is almost
twice the amount we spent in 1944, tlie
peak year of spending in World War 11,
and more than four times what we have
spent during FY 67. With resources of
this nature, the United States would still
possess tremendous national power.”
One of tlie nonessential items that
would be eliminated, postattack, in favor
of necessities like bombs that could get
back at the commies, is the fat, inflated,
luxury welfare check that the poor get
today, and that the taxpayer pays for.
We know how, under the preattack situation, as explained by Bernard Sobin of
the Research Analysis Corporation, the
poor man can afford to buy all kinds of
frivolous gimcracks, like Cadillacs, with
his large welfare check:
Peacetime poverty standards have nonhealth components (e.g., recreation,
household appliances, and clothing) that
are affected by advertising and the
examples of people who are not classified
as poor. In the postattack situation, if
survival is at stake, these artificial components of minimum standards should
disappear.

After the attack, then, welfare checks
could be reduced so that the poor could
no longer afford t o buy the wasteful
trinkets that are passing needs created by
advertising. They would still be getting
sometliing for nothing, but it would be
less than the sometliing they got before
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the nuke. Thus, the nuclear war could
reduce the tax burden for social welfare
programs, even though it raised the military budget lor the essential items. It
would also recreate in the poor the sense
of self-sufficiency, and of frugality, that
they have lost since they became the rich
wards of Uncle Sam.

Fallout 011 the Menu
Sucli are the multifaceted benefits of
nuclear war, as presented by the planners. But it is unfair to say that the economics of postnu9lear attack are the only
question that h a s captivated them. They
have found out, for instance, that radiation doesn’t alter the number of strcptococci in our environment. They know
that major gastrointestinal damage from
mixed fission products will be limited to
the large intestine of both single-stomach
animals and ruminants. They have discussed ecosystem recovery, radionuclide
fate, gamma-irridatcd systems, and radioactive lake-bed. They know that tlie soil
will recover rapidly, perhaps in a year,
from strontiuni-90 and its daughter yttrium-90, from cerium-144 and praseodymium- 144.
They have not forgotten the radiation-profile problem, as explained by S.I.
Auerbacli of the Oak Ridge National
Laboratory: “Recently in our laboratory
we have started studies on the comparative radiation profiles of a number of
insect species. Two of the most recently
completed investigations were on the
house cricket (Acheta domesticus) and
the common yellow mealworm (Tenebrio molitor).” Such studies indicate
that the insect problem would indeed be
acute postattack, because pollinating
bees and other colonizing insects are
“exceedingly sensitive to ionizing radiation. ”
Based on the obvious limitations of
the laboratory a s a scenario for the study
of fallout effects (it is always pointed
out in these planning documents that
there is no substitute for the real thing),
tlie planners have done an admirable job
of considering every variable, of leaving
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no stone unturned in evaluating the postnuclear experience. They have considered such things as the sltunk problem.
Imagine surviviiig a 5,000-megaton blast
and then getting bitten by a rabid skunk!
Imagine having to face tlie grim possibility that, after 100 million people arc
wiped out by the bomb, another couple
of hundred people might be wiped out
by rabid skunks, if there are any skunks
left and if they happen to live in your
area. This may seem, at first glance, to
be at best a secondary problem, but a s
David J. Sencer of the Public Health
Service told the symposium, “People
don’t realize how vicious a sltunk can be,
but a rabid skunk can easily bite six
children in five minutes.” He suggests
educating the public to have a healthy
respect for skunks after the nuclear war.
The ecological picture, postattack,
even with such problems as sltunk rabies,
looks about as bright as the economic
picture. William S. Osburn, Jr., of the
U.S. Atomic Energy Coininission predicts that ecological disturbances would
not be such as t o prevent recovery-that
imbalances that would make normal life
impossible are not expected-and that
direct radiation effects from nuclear war
on vegetation are not likely to seriously
limit man’s reconstruction of his renewable resources.
All this optimism is very nice, you
might say, but what happens t o me after
a nuclear attack? The planners have not
fallen into tlie trap of theory here. They
have not forgotten that, as one of them
said, postattack plaiining also involves
L<
people, as victims, as producers, and as
consumers.” And it was with the people
in mind that the National Plan for postattack was produced, the latest version
in 1964. The National Plan takes from
the various think tank studies and transfers the projections into action.
For instance, you might ask, “IIow
well will I eat after a nuclear attack?” It
is certainly a good question, and the
government has already thought of it.
They have, in fact, figured out exactly
how well you will eat under the postattack rationing scheme contained in the
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National Plan. When you go down to the
supermarket (if any) after the attack,
you will bc allowed the following: Three
pounds per week of meat and meat alternatives (fresh, frozen, and cured meat,
poultry, fish, sliellfish, chccsc, and nuts).
Six eggs. Scven pints of milk, four
pounds of cercal, four pounds of fruit
and vegetables, om-half pound of food
lats and oils, two pounds of potatoes,
and one-half pound of sugar. If you
don’t likc thosc things, there arc two
tables of acceptable substitutes.
“Few persons outside of agriculture,”
says A.F. S h i m of the Oak Ridge
National Laboratory, “realize the extent
t o which the USDA has organized t o be
ready t o lulfill its postattack role in
maintaining a viable agricult u r d industry. A hierarchical organization of
defense boards runs from national t o
regional to state, and finally, t o county
lcvel. The dcfcnsc board standard for
immcdiate postattack food consumption
calls for an average daily caloric intake
of 2,200 calories.”
You may wonder if that is ciiough
calories, especially if you are working
Mr. Addington’s 56-hour week building
more missiles. Well, it might be, but
there is also a good chance that you are
too fat, preattack, and could use the
postattack weight loss the diet would
afford. As Mr. Shinn says, “A daily intake of 2,200 calories would probably be
adequate for a month or more, or pcrhaps even beneficial in view of the estimates that 20 per cent of all adults and
20 pcr cent of all children arc obese.”

If enough people die, of course, it
might not be that much of a burden. As
Dr. Robert Price of the Public Health
Service said:
I think that theie would be one hopeful thing which I don’t quite know how
to expiess without sounding teiiibly
cold-blooded; that is that tlieie might be
a kind o f automatic triage. I think some
of the peoplc would die who the chaits
show aic going to hvc.

But if you don’t dic, or commit automatic triage, then you may be part of
the problem. Understand, then, that you
might not get first-class treatment at the
local hospital, or any treatment at all.
You might be part of the medical program discussed by the experts called
“medical self-help,” an ambitious and
sclf-explanatory program that should
solve patient overloads.
You get your medical ration cards at
tlic local distribution center, where you
will also pick up your food and gasoline
ration cards, and register aftcr the
attack. The only problem will be if you
don’t have any money, because we are
still in a dollar economy, rcmember, so
just the ration card won’t purchase any. .
#

--

Fighting Disaster Socia1’ism
Even if the nuclear war is a miracle
diet, quicker and less botlicrsome than
anything housewives are now struggling
with, such advantage does not hide the
fact that such a war does pose a medical
problein. That is, mcdical staffs would
be heavily overworkcd with injury and
radiation burn cases. This sector of the
economy would not function smoothly
for a long timc. Thcre wouldn’t bc
enough doctors or supplies.

Main entrance t o “Ay,erica’s foremost underground security vaults, protected against “fire,
t 11 eft, fzo od, rad iu tin 11, n toin ic at t a c k , and o th er
types o f disns t er ”- Nu tio rial Storage Coinpuny.
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thing. If your bank wasn’t destroyed,
you may go there and take out whatever
money you had, or if it was, and had
duplicate records, then you may get
money from another bank. But if your
bank suffered corporate amnesia, or if
you didn’t have any money in the first
place, then you may be out of luck,
postattack.
This is one of the keys t o the planning. If you wcre poor before the bomb,
then it should be no excuse for you to
change station in life. The government
may give out money (or may not) to
help you buy ,ration cards during thc
early postattack period, but in general,
postattack is no giveaway scheme instituted to help stragglers and lazy people.
If you worked hard and made your buck
preattack, it will be there when you
emerge from your shelter. If you didn’t,
and can’t afford the rationing scheme
prices (which will be the same prices as
the day before the bomb), then you have
no one to blame but yourself. During the
rationing period, prices, wages, and rents
will all be frozen, and there might be a
moratorium on debts for a while. But
after the grace period, the Manufacturers
Hanover man and the others who have
stored their vital records and solved the
corporate amnesia problem will be at
your door to collect.
It could have been different. Some of
the planners have thought in terms of
disaster socialism, of the bomb as the
beginning of a postnuclear New Deal
where everybody gets a fair shake. Henry
M. Peskin of the Office of Emergency
Planning said:
One should not expect general popularity for policies that are designed to
bring about rapid shifts in wealth distribution, for no one likes to see his wealth
reduced. But chances for general acceptability of the policy would be increased if
the public could be educated to the severity of the problem preattack. It is also
quite likely that the general public finds
the thought of nuclear attack so horrible
that the additional horror of a postattack
policy for wealth distribution would be
considered of marginal importance.
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But if those economists think they
can hide some kind of subversive socialist plan behind a mushroom cloud, they
are wrong. Dead wrong. Business may go
along with the National Plan’s requirements that price freezes and certain priorities be established to increase military
readiness and t o hasten reconstruction.
The Emergency Petroleum and Gas
Administration, for instance, believes
that “every effort would be made to
expand the petroleum capabilities t o
meet military and industrial objectives
for the successful prosecution of the war
toward ultimate victory.” But that’s as
far as it goes. “Would the government
take over industry?” an EPGA brochure
asks rhetorically. “The government
would not take over industry.”

The Subterranean Marshall Plan
U.S. industry is aware of this, and
that is why they have prepared so
completely for nuclear war in their
unassuming way. Most of the 500 major
industries rent space in underground
caves, which store duplicate records in
air-conditioned microfilm caverns, and
provide alternate headquarters for the
chosen executives who will run the companies underground during the war. Iron
Mountain, for instance, a large executive
ant hill deep in the bowels of a completely secure mountain conveniently
located yet out of a target area, houses
the alternate headquarters of Standard
Oil of New Jersey, as well as Manufacturers Hanover Trust Company, and has
space for 700 other companies, including
executive bedrooms, elaborate kitchens,
and medical services. The National Storage Company in Boyers, Pennsylvania,
has a complete underground headquarters and advertises that the nuclear
offices “have all the atmosphere and
comforts of above-ground. With vital
company data immediately available,
resumption of business following a disaster would not only be rapid but
assured.”
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There are now over 20 companies in
the business of providing fallout-proof
and bombsafe surrogate headquarters for
other U.S. companies, mostly under
several hundred feet of limestone or
other rock, fully air-cooled and modernized, some with plush decor and piped-in
music. In fact, choosing the right alternate headquarters t o fit the image of the
company (rustic, roughing-it look of the
solid rock or a more serene, civilized
decor of paintings and artificial flowers)
is an important postattack decision. If
we bomb ourselves back to the Stone
Age, these corporate crash pads will
prove to any future society that modern
man, if not more reasonable, was at least
more comfortable, more au courant,
than Piltdown man. According t o a Civil
Defense brochure, “one internationally
known American corporation has combined its alternate headquarters and
records storage facility and located them
in a 20,000-square-foot underground
facility containing 50 bedrooms, men’s
and women’s dormitories, office and
records storage areas, kitchen and dining
room, utility and general storage areasall heated and air-conditioned by an
underground emergency power plant.
Approximately 75 employees work in
this facility on a day-to-day (preattack)
basis processing, storing, and retrieving
company records.”
The way planning has gone in the
1960s, the entire country could run
itself postattack from underground sites,
where all the important people will be
stashed away like hobbits, making decisions from within the earth while they
watch the war topside from a closedcircuit television. Besides the corporations, over 1,200 banks have alternate
headquarters, and 1,500 have duplicated
their records. Most federal agencies have
secret nuclear headquarters, with desks
and files already manned and set up,
ready t o keep the bureaucracy going
during and after the heaviest attack. It is
safe t o say that thousands of Americans
have been notified that they will be
going t o underground sites and how they
should proceed before the attack. Some

of them can take their wives and children.
The real business of business, in fact,
the trading of stocks and speculating,
and so forth, could go on long after consumers and producers have vanished topside, and executives could continue to
exchange deeds and create marginal
values through an underground, postattack Monopoly game that would no
longer need to depend on preattack
conditions, such as a national population.
The People Stockpile
Companies are interested in surviving
the attack, in shelling out for these
underground headquarters and duplicate
records, in preparing elaborate executive
succession lists, precisely because they
know that free enterprise will outlive the
war. In fact, if they play it right, they
may get in on a large thermonuclear
pork barrel, with healthy defense and
reconstruction contracts, aided by increased liquidity through government
guarantees and easy loans, and the
almost $7 billion of raw materials that
could be released from the government
stockpile, which now holds everything
from copper to castor oil to feathers.
It would be a very shortsighted company that wouldn’t want one of its executives in the “people stockpile,” the
National Defense Executive Reserve that
has been set up by the government t o
provide people t o run the country after
the bomb. It is this group, which already
numbers over 4,000 men, that will serve
on organizations such as the Emergency
Petroleum and Gas Administration,
decide on priorities, and coordinate postattack management.
The National Plan calls for close coordination between industry and government postattack-closer even than the
coordination that now exists between,
say, the mining industry and the Bureau
of Mines, or the oil lobby and the Office
of Emergency Preparedness.
There is no doubt that there will be
some fat profits to make after the war.
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This is why “restoration dry runs or
practice exercises have become a regular
part of the everyday job in the Bell
System,” and why so many companies
are taking to the caves. Most federal
agencies have set up postnuclear administrations that insure the functioning of
the bureaucracy and set priorities, but
the executive people stockpile and the
surviving industry will also help in fixing
the priorities, the pay scales, and the
profit margins.
In fact, if you are employed in a farsighted company, getting in on the
thermonuclear lobby might be one of
the smartest things you could do. Priorities of certain kinds are already being
established, and your firm shouldn’t be
left behind. For instance, says the Emergency Petroleum and Gas Administration
booklet: “At the moment, the priority
which a petroleum or gas company can
legitimately claim (in regard t o telephone use) appears t o be quite low. The
Office of Oil and Gas is studying the
problem of securing a more useful priority.”
Many companies, however, are still
conservative and backward in understanding that what is good for Dr.
Strangelove is good for General Motors.
In fact, according to James Sutch of the
Office of Civil Defense, the real selling
point for underground headquarters
these days is not protection from the
bomb, but protection from riots and
peace demonstrations. The Civil Defense
course given for executives at Fort
Gordon, Georgia, emphasizes the revolution- or riot-safe aspects of fallout shelters. Thus, companies can be protected
both from peace protesters who want
them to stop making bombs and the
effects of the bombs themselves, if they
are ultimately dropped. It is this kind of
covering all your bets that is called
“total industrial preparedness.”
Beyond Preparedness

government officials, state governors,
local leaders, and the most important
business leaders in the country, are fully
aware of the advantages of nuclear war.
They are the ones who can fully understand the planners’ predictions and can
rationally assess the positive, long-range
aspects of eliminating ghettos and urban
blight and encrusted city political
machines, of reducing the population t o
manageable size, of moving the population center back to the rural areas, of
eliminating unemployment and the labor
problem, of increasing the military
b u d g e t a n d reducing nonessential
spending, and of accomplishing the final
marriage of private enterprise and government, with private enterprise still
calling the shots.
Few disinterested public servants
could fail t o realize that nuclear war
could solve the federal government
revenue problem, while it eliminates
needless expenditures. The estate tax is
just one small example. As the preattack
planning document for the Federal
Reserve System says, “If a third or more
of our population were killed in an
attack (a conservative estimate by the
standards of the Rand Corporation’s
“Study of Nonmilitary Defense”) a
stronger estate tax would have a tremendous revenue potential.” Few could
fail t o see that an agrarian, Biblical,
Republican country would certainly take
us back to some of the grass-roots values
that we have forgotten in our urban
madness, or that one election technique
that would have significant results would
be t o plan a nuclear war before a first
term is over.
When you start wondering if the postattack plans are ever read by the men
who finger the buttons during the boring
and frustrating waiting period, you also
wonder where those neighbors who built
those shelters are located, and how many
people fit into their shelters, and who
will get into them first. Because nuclear
war, like snakes or premarital sex, is just
another one of those things that just
isn’t that scary if you know how t o
handle it right.

_I__________

Only those totally prepared, which
includes, of course, the President of the
United States, high military brass, top
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superman,
Our Textbook
President

by Thomas E. Cronin
Franklin D. Roosevelt personally
rescued the nation from the depths of
the great Depression. Roosevelt, together
with Harry Truman, brought World War
I1 t o a proud conclusion. Courageous
Truman personally committed us t o
resist communist aggression around the
globe. General Eisenhower pledged that
as president he would “go to Korea” and
end that war-and lie did. These are prevailing idealized images that most American students read and remember. For
convenience, if not for simplicity, textbooks divide our past into the “Wilson
years,” the “Hoover depression,” the
“Roosevelt revolution,” the “Eisenhower period” and so forth.
Presidents are expected to perform as
purposeful activists, who know what
Thomas E. Cronin is a research political scientist
at The Brookings Institution. This article is excerpted f r o m a longer, annotated working paper
prepared for the 66th annual meeting o f the
American Political Science Association. The
views here are the author’s, and n o t those of
Brookings or any of its affiliates.

they want to accomplish and relish the
challenges of the office. The student
learns that the presidency is “the great
engine of democracy,” the “American
people’s one authentic trumpet,” “the
central instrument of democracy,” and
“probably the most important governmental institution in the world.” With
the New Deal presidency in mind the
textbook portrait states that presidents
must instruct the nation as national
teacher and guide the nation as national
preacher. Presidents should be decidedly
in favor of expanding the federal government’s role in order to cope with increasing nationwide demands for social
justice and a prosperous economy. The
performances of Harding, Coolidge, and
Hoover, lumped together as largely similar, are rejected as antique. The Eisenhower record of retiring reluctance elicits more ambiguous appraisal; after brief
tribute t o him as a wonderful man and a
superior military leader, he gets categorized as an amateur who lacked both a
sense of direction and a progressive and
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